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Musicals
2021

immerse yourself in the world of musicals and fall in love all over again with the songs stories
characters and legendary stars from every era from show boat and the wizard of oz to les
miserables and hamilton discover the story of musical theatre and film and see the world s
best loved musicals brought to life this book covers the complete history of the genre from its
earliest origins in dance halls and vaudeville to the record breaking west end musicals and
spectacular broadway shows of today discover the history plots and stars of musical theatre
and movie musicals go backstage to find out more about choreography and set and costume
design and delve into profiles of successful creators such as andrew lloyd webber in this
illustrated celebration experience all the excitement of a trip to the theatre with musicals the
definitive visual guide a showstopping visual celebration

Medicine
2016-09-01

medicine tells the fascinating history of medicine through the ages to the present day follow



the greatest stories of medicine and its breakthroughs with incredible coverage of disease
drugs treatment and cures medicine covers the gory pitfalls and miraculous breakthroughs of
medical history from trepanning bloodletting and body snatching to brand new developments
in ivf and gene therapy with compelling stories and stunning illustrations clear diagrams
explain major diseases such as cancer and trace the progression of medical treatment
through the centuries from ancient healers and herbalists to scurvy and smallpox and the
world wars to modern psychiatry perfect for adults and students alike and anyone interested
in the fascinating medical history of the world medicine is the definitive visual history of our
health

Ballet
2019-01-15

this dk visual guide to ballet history goes beyond other ballet books with beautiful
photography that captures famous dancers and key stories discover more than 70 of the
most famous ballet dances from the nutcracker and swan lake to the rite of spring learn the
stories behind renowned companies such as the royal ballet and the bolshoi ballet explore
the lives and achievements of dancers across the centuries such as margot fonteyn carlos
acosta and darcey bussell meet composers and choreographers from pyotr ilyich tchaikovsky



to matthew bourne from its origins at court and the first national ballet companies to the
contemporary scene and extraordinary venues that stage the productions this book covers
an impressive history of ballet and provides an invaluable overview of the subject filled with
rarely seen photographs covering all the key figures pieces and performances and compelling
facts about each dance the sources they draw from their production history and their
reception over time ballet the definitive illustrated story is an essential gift for all ballet
enthusiasts

The Vietnam War
2017-03-30

the vietnam war remains one of the most heroic and heartbreaking events in history this
definitive e guide charts the unforgettable story of the world s first televised war hundreds of
insightful images and a compelling narrative combine to chronicle this catastrophic conflict
from 1955 the communist government of north vietnam waged war against south vietnam
and its main ally the usa over the course of two decades of hostility and warfare the number
of casualties reached an incomprehensible three million people detailed descriptions of every
episode including operation passage to freedom and the evacuation of the american
embassy in saigon tell the stories in iconic photographs and eyewitness accounts discover



the real people behind the conflict with gripping biographies of key figures including henry
kissinger general thieu president nixon and pol pot this incredible visual record is supported
by locator maps at a glance timelines archive photography and key quotations to ensure an
all encompassing experience the vietnam war is an essential historic reference to help
humanity learn the lessons of suffering and sacrifice from one of the bloodiest conflicts of the
20th century

Medicine
2016-09-01

from ancient herbal remedies to modern drugs the field of medicine has evolved dramatically
over many centuries medicine takes you through the ages of human history and uncovers the
greatest medical breakthroughs with incredible coverage of disease drugs treatment and
cures turn the richly illustrated pages replete with compelling stories to learn all about the
gory pitfalls and miraculous successes of medical history from trepanning bloodletting and
body snatching to brand new developments in ivf and gene therapy clear diagrams explain
major diseases such as cancer and trace the progression of medical treatment through time
from ancient healing arts to scurvy and smallpox and the world wars to modern psychiatry
double page features on key scientists and researchers offer unique insight into their lives



experiments and motivations perfect for adults students and anyone interested in the
fascinating medical history of the world medicine is the definitive visual history of our health

Fantasy
2003-02

types of fantasy fantasy in the cinema fantasy on television who s who of fantasy a z of
fantasy characters and entities fantasy games fantasy worlds fantasy magazines middle
earth narnia discworld the wheel of time

Gettysburg Battlefield
2003-05-01

gettysburg battlefield is the definitive illustrated history of the largest and deadliest military
campaign ever waged in the western hemisphere it was fought 140 years ago this july in the
farmlands of pennsylvania years in the making it draws together the most complete
collection of gettysburg imagery ever published in a single volume along with a robust
narrative the author takes the reader on a day by day journey through the battle illustrated



throughout with more than 480 photographs many of them rare including shots of robert e
lee and george meade two visual features of this book are particularly compelling period
photographs of key battlefield sites taken just as the guns stilled are juxtaposed with images
of those same sites today three dimensional maps were created especially for this book and
offer a distinctive perspective on military strategy essays by civil war experts and a foreword
by historian james m mcpherson complete this handsome and authoritative history an
essential addition to the civil war library gettysburg battlefield is a compelling chronicle of a
legendary conflict and the ultimate pictorial record

The Inferno
2016-06-22

this definitive edition of dante s masterpiece translated by the great american poet henry
wadsworth longfellow features stunning engravings by gustave doré an eminent 19th century
illustrator of classics



United States Army
2011

presents a history of the united states army from colonial times until the present day

Gone with the Wind
1989

published in the spring of 1936 margaret mitchell s gone with the wind was an immediate
and over whelming success millions of copies were sold in its first year alone by the time the
film opened on december 15 1939 the anticipation and excitement were so great that the
city of atlanta declared the day an official holiday since then more than 300 million people
have seen the film and every year hundreds of thousands of copies of the novel are sold in
dozens of languages this lavishly illustrated book is the ultimate behind the scenes history of
the novel the film and the phenomenon of gone with the wind it includes wonderful
anecdotes original quotes from the stars and the directors souvenir programs from the
original premiere many rare never before published photographs and more from the smell of
the smoke and the heat of the flames during the filming of the burning of atlanta sequence to



the soft touch of the red dust at the location tara from the fatigue on the faces of cast and
crew after grueling months of shooting to the thrill of premiere night you will experience the
unfolding drama as if you were there book jacket

The Bonsai Book
2019-05-21

this beautiful full color authoritative book presents in a practical yet inspirational way dan
barton s expert knowledge and two decades of research on the joy of bonsai he gives
detailed step by step horticultural instructions and fascinating insight into the creative
process of bonsai and provides a genuine understanding of the subject as well as giving the
essential descriptions of stock equipment basic care and training techniques the book
includes new methods of achieving quicker results a bonsai calendar showing routing tasks
on a month by month basis and the use of modern materials all of great value to today s
bonsai enthusiast subjects includes making a start potting up and re potting composts
watering feeding and fertilizers formal upright style chokkan and derivatives informal upright
style moyogi slanting style shakan windswept style fukinagashi semi cascade style han
kengai cascade style kengai single trunk variations twin trunk style sokan forest group style
yose ue multi trunk variations propagation seeds cuttings grafting propagation from air



layering pests and diseases bacteria and viruses insects and pests and much much more
beautifully illustrated throughout with strikingly original and instructive photographs line
drawings and working schedules the bonsai book is a must for would be bonsai enthusiasts
and experts alike and its fabulous presentation makes it an ideal gift

The Ultimate Encyclopedia of Fantasy
2021-03-02

the ultimate guide to the entire fantasy genre covering film tv literature and more

Semper Fi
2010

with more than 1 100 images and a text written by respected author and veteran colonel h
avery chenoweth this tribute to the u s marines shines with all the pride of the marines
themselves salute the few the proud the marines from their founding in 1794 to their most
recent actions including the second battle of falluja the entire history of the u s marine corps
comes vividly to life in these lushly illustrated pages pore through the comprehensive images



of nearly every marine hero uniform style sidearm saber weapons platform recruiting poster
plane helicopter boat and mess kit many of the photos were shot recently right at the
historical center at quantico virginia and they include rare and never before seen artifacts
from the marines long history colonel h avery chenoweth provides fascinating background
information and context to compliment the visual journey

The Vietnam War
2017-03-30

the vietnam war is the definitive illustrated history of the world s first televised war compiling
insightful maps at a glance timelines and incredible archive photography the vietnam war is
an all encompassing showcase of the story of the conflict and a reflection on modern issues
of battle such as prisoners of war and civil rights detailed descriptions of every episode from
operation passage to freedom to the evacuation of the us embassy in saigon are enhanced
by the stories of those who witnessed the drama unfold eyewitness features pick out iconic
photographs and individual tales giving you a truly immersive look at the events of the
vietnam war discover the stories of the conflict s most significant figures with detailed
biographies of henry kissinger general thieu president nixon and pol pot hundreds of
incredible images are brought together to form an incredible visual record of the suffering



sacrifice and heroism in america s bloodiest conflict of the 20th century

The Ultimate Encyclopedia of Fantasy
2021-09-30

this essential reference book details everything the novice needs to know about the genre
and everything the well read fan is calling out for lavishly illustrated and expertly informed it
is edited by tim dedopulos and david pringle editor and co founder of the internationally
acclaimed interzone magazine and features forewords by legendary authors terry pratchett
and ben aaronovitch they have assembled a team of expert contributors to compile a visually
stunning informative and fascinating guide to the world of fantasy from its origins and early
trailblazers to the cultural phenomena of today s mega fantasy properties

Ancient Egypt
2021-10-07

discover the fascinating details of life under the pharaohs and their extraordinary legacy in
this comprehensive e guide to egypt s ancient civilization encompassing 3 000 years and 31



egyptian dynasties from the time of narmer to that of cleopatra this fresh appraisal of ancient
treasures helps you to navigate the political intrigues and cultural achievements of the
ancient egyptians from the pyramids and the sphinx of giza to the great library and
lighthouse of alexandria you will meet pharaohs such as tutankhamun whose mummified
remains and lavish grave goods reveal so much about the society and its beliefs as well as
influential women such as hatshepsut and nefertiti and warriors including alexander the great
lavish photographs reveal the craftsmanship of their scribes artists and metal workers and
the tomb paintings and relief carvings that captured the everyday life of farmers artisans
soldiers and traders in exquisite detail specially commissioned cgi reconstructions use the
latest scientific information to recreate the finest tombs temples and pyramids beautifully
illustrated and unparalleled in scope ancient egypt is the perfect ebook for anyone with an
interest in ancient civilizations and egyptology

Firearms – An Illustrated History – The Definitive Visual
Guide
2021-02-16

the beautifully photographed catalog tells the story of gun development in striking detail and
features stunning close ups of key weapons from muskets pistols revolvers and rifles to



shotguns machine guns and modern machinery

Musicals, Second Edition
2006

come along backstage and peek inside the spectacular and sometimes scandalous world of
musical theatre from the wizard of oz and the sound of music to mamma mia and les
misérables fall in love all over again with selections from every era of musical theatre take a
journey through the years and immerse yourself in the behind the scenes world of musical
theatre from the dance halls and vaudeville to the silver screen and sensational broadway
shows this go to musical guide has all the glitter and glamour of the west end it s showtime
delve into profiles of successful creators such as andrew lloyd webber and lin manuel
miranda packed with profiles of musical icons and fun infographics that summarize the plot
characters and songs musicals the definitive visual guide is the perfect way to embrace your
inner theatre geek with a foreword by elaine paige this updated edition gives greater
coverage on the smash hit hamilton and includes mention of new and popular stage and
movie musicals it s a must have or the ultimate gift for musical theatre fans complete the
series if you enjoyed this illustrated celebration of musicals look out for more titles in this
series from dk uncover the most mesmerizing moments in ballet history in ballet the



definitive illustrated story

The Definitive Illustrated Encyclopedia of Rock
2015-09-23

this is the definitive guide to the most popular form of music which at its widest
interpretation covers a spectrum of genres from rock n roll and soul to pop and funk a z
entries and evocative photopraphs complete the experience

Musicals
1977

from the phantom of the opera and the sound of music to les misérables musicals the
definitive illustrated story brings the world s best loved productions to life the complete
history of the musical is covered from its earliest origins in dance halls and vaudeville to the
record breaking west end musicals and spectacular broadway shows of today discover the
history plots and stars of musical theatre and movie musicals go backstage to find out behind
the scenes gossip and delve into profiles of successful creators such as disney and andrew



lloyd webber in this illustrated celebration plus fun infographics summarise plot characters
and songs making this a handy reference guide of all the best loved musicals with a beautiful
glittery cover capturing the excitement and glamour of a trip to the theatre musicals the
definitive illustrated story isa show stopping celebration and a perfect gift for musical fans
everywhere

W. R. Leigh
2018

judith miller takes on the 20th century with this new expansive handbook for both beginning
and established collectors modern design is beautiful functional idiosyncratic increasing in
value and still relatively affordable now judith miller introduces a extensive sourcebook
written specifically for the 20th century collector from the birth of modern design through
modernism art deco mid century modern and the post modern and contemporary years 20th
century takes a close look all the most important design and collectible categories including
ceramics glass furniture lamps and lighting clocks silver and metalwares sculpture textiles
jewelry domestic wares and posters including 5 000 photographs and in depth analysis
collectors will get the inside track on which designs are the true classics and how to make the
smartest purchases for the future



Ballet
2009-10-23

charts the history and development of this popular literary genre

Miller's 20th Century Design
1997

the definitive visual history of the automobile the car book stylishly shows you everything
you might want to know about the history of the automobile with stunning visual images and
over 2 000 cars featured the evolution of the car is tracked from decade to decade and
across international borders from india s ambassador to italy s alfa romeo ever wondered
how porsche and chevrolet became household names discover the stories behind the men
and the machines that created the most famous marques and take a virtual tour of the
anatomy of iconic cars from each era if you love cars then you ll love this the car book is
simply a must have title for all car enthusiasts



The Ultimate Encyclopedia of Science Fiction
2011-05-02

in the world of dinosaurs paleontologist dr mark norell takes a detailed look at everything we
know about these wondrous creatures drawing on the very latest research in the field
produced in association with the american museum of natural history and drawing on their
archives norell examines every facet of the dinosaur mystery from the scattering of dinosaur
fossils after the breakup of pangea to the different categorisations of these monstrous
reptiles even subjects you may think you know about such as the species extinction are
looked at in a new light illustrated with exceptional scientific recreations of key species as
well as documentary photographs sketches and notes from dino discoveries this is the
ultimate photographic reference book on dinosaurs

The Car Book
2011-01-01

here is the long awaited complete history of comic books from the 1890s to the 1980s the
characters the classics the creators trends in the marketplace and the business of comic



book publishing by one of the field s top authorities and major collectors thoroughly
researched ron goulart s great history of comic books boasts more than 200 black and white
illustrations 24 pages in full color an invaluable index and the lively writing style that has
made ron goulart so popular with comic book fans everywhere herein you ll find the origins
and exploits of superheroes the lives and times of artists editors writers including jack kirby
stan lee siegel and shuster will wisner joe simon sheldon mayer jim shooter and many more
in their own words many rare reprints and early sketches this definitive one volume account
of one of america s liveliest industries from before superman to after spider man is a must for
every collector s bookshelf back cover

The Definitive Illustrated Encyclopedia
2019-03-07

from the chevrolet bel air to the ferrari testarossa this stunning book showcases the most
iconic and important classic cars from every decade since the 1940s few things ignite such
reverence as a classic car with more than 250 iconic models from the 1940s to the early
1990s photographed from every angle this title is a glorious celebration of the stars in the
classic car firmament the classic car book brings you the story of more than 20 great
marques including household names bentley mercedes ferrari cadillac and aston martin its



lavish photography reveals every detail in close up of models that range from the 1940s
giant two ton daimler de36 which ferried royals about in style through to sleek ferraris from
the 1980s capable of smashing the 200mph barrier it puts you in the driving seat of such
icons as the chevrolet corvette the ford thunderbird and the mercedes 300sl and brings you
the designers of these amazing machines and the story of their manufacturers this ultimate
guide to classic cars further features a comprehensive catalogue that draw out the key
features of each important model with detailed profiles and specification feature pages
broaden the scope of the book covering everything from the designers and manufacturers
who created them to their evolution over the decades stunningly shot dps images add an
extra layer of colour and flavour to the book written by award winning author and expert on
all aspects of motoring giles chapman editor in chief of dk s the car book which has sold over
550 000 copies worldwide to date updates will include the key models that have grown in
popularity since the last edition whether you dream of owning one of these super cool cars or
you are a collector already the classic car book is set to become a treasured favourite

The World of Dinosaurs
1986

dive in to this breathtaking read about the world s oceans explore the last wilderness left on



earth with an enhanced and updated edition of this exhaustive guide to the underwater world
from mangrove swamp to ocean floor mollusc to manatee the japanese tsunami to hurricane
sandy unravel the mysteries of the sea marvel at the oceans power and importance to our
planet as the birthplace of life on earth a crucial element of our climate and as a vital but
increasingly fragile resource for mankind you will discover every aspect from the geology of
the sea floor and the interaction between the ocean and atmosphere to the extraordinary
diversity of marine life updated illustrations and satellite derived maps and the latest
scientific research explain and illuminate each natural process and phenomena includes an
inspiring introduction by editor in chief fabien cousteau ocean captures both the beauty and
scientific complexity of the ocean making it perfect for families and students alike

Ron Goulart's Great History of Comic Books
2023-04-06

the complete language of flowers is a comprehensive and definitive dictionary reference
presenting the history symbolic meaning and visual depiction of 1 001 flowers and botanicals
from around the world in one volume now in a pocket size edition for easy on the go
reference



The Classic Car Book
2014-09-01

discusses the evolution of rock music from its earliest origins to today s most influential
musical styles and performers

Ocean
1983

john paul george ringo minutely traces the meteoric rise of the beatles from 1960 to 1970
with detailed timelines of their day to day activities fascinating photographs many
exceedingly rare penetrating biographies of everyone associated with the spread of
beatlemania and contemporary excerpts from london s influential daily mail this exhaustive
record which closely follows the four young lads as they rose from liverpool obscurity to
become universally acknowledged titans of pop music is the most comprehensive account of
the history of the beatles ever published



The Porsche book
2022-04-12

from the phantom of the opera and the sound of music to les misérables musicals the
definitive illustrated story brings the world s best loved productions to life the complete
history of the musical is covered from its earliest origins in dance halls and vaudeville to the
record breaking west end musicals and spectacular broadway shows of today discover the
history plots and stars of musical theatre and movie musicals go backstage to find out behind
the scenes gossip and delve into profiles of successful creators such as disney and andrew
lloyd webber in this illustrated celebration plus fun infographics summarise plot characters
and songs making this a handy reference guide of all the best loved musicals with a beautiful
glittery cover capturing the excitement and glamour of a trip to the theatre musicals the
definitive illustrated story is a show stopping celebration and a perfect gift for musical fans
everywhere

The Complete Language of Flowers
1992



with the aid of more than 250 photographs and artworks the illustrated history of world war i
recreates the battles and campaigns that raged across the surface of the globe on land at
sea and in the air including maps of specific actions and campaigns and feature boxes
explaining important events and personalities involved in the conflict

The Rolling Stone Illustrated History of Rock & Roll
2008

see the greatest medical breakthroughs come to life through superb illustrations from ancient
herbal medicine to traditional chinese medicine take a visual tour throughout the history of
medicine with this comprehensive medical reference book discover medicine through time
here s what you ll find in this illustrated history book about medicine offers a broad and
accessible visual history of medicine from the first herbal remedies to efforts surrounding the
covid 19 pandemic intriguing narratives are illustrated with photographs paintings and
artifacts offers a vivid compelling and informative read written in an engaging and colourful
style excerpts from documents diaries and notebooks offer fascinating eyewitness accounts
this medicine history book charts fascinating developments in diagnosis surgery healing and
drugs through the ages feature spreads explore key medical concepts in detail and enhance
the reader s understanding of human anatomy surgical instruments and medical



developments clear diagrams explain major diseases like cancer and trace the progression of
medical treatment through time from ancient healing arts to scurvy and smallpox to modern
psychiatry double page features tell the story of the men and women involved in the
extraordinary evolutions of this scientific field from hippocrates to florence nightingale it s
the perfect book for medical professionals students of medicine or anyone with a keen
interest in medicine science or social history

John, Paul, George & Ringo
2015

this richly illustrated book offers a complete history of porsche germany s premium sports car
maker porsche 70 years focuses on engineering and design stories while also paying homage
to key players

Musicals
2014-06-11

over 400 entries from more than 100 contributors cover everything from the incidents and



witnesses involved to the concepts at stake and experts personal position statements entries
range from alien abductions the fantasy prone hypothesis and jal flight no 1628 to the
lakenheath bentwaters episode mind control by aliens and roswell the contributors include
isaac asimov jerome clark erich von daniken peter davenport hilary evans timothy good
marvin kottmeyer jenny randles carl sagan whitley streiber and jacques vallee there are over
300 images eyewitness drawings and photographs

The Illustrated History of World War I
2016-10-11

music the definitive illustrated encyclopedia of rock is a rip roaring ride through the history of
rock n roll the book will lead you through the subsequent decades illuminating the styles
influences and moods through major artists and finally a comprehensive list of artists in each
era

Medicine
2017-09-19



Porsche 70 Years
2012-03-01

The Mammoth Encyclopedia of Extraterrestrial
Encounters
2006-01-01

The Definitive Illustrated Encyclopedia of Rock
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